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i immediately checked the baofeng website and was shocked to find that the baofeng usb
drivers and baofeng programming software were no longer available. after searching for a
replacement i found that btech software had a version of the baofeng software that was
compatible with the baofeng uv-9r. the software is a pita to install and requires a lot of
work. however, once it is installed you can still program your baofeng uv-9r without any

problems. after successfully installing the baofeng software i was able to install the
baofeng usb driver and the radio was up and running. if you decide to buy a baofeng radio
from btech you will need to install the baofeng software, although it is not a very difficult

installation. i tested the radio by downloading a dump file and it did not work as i
expected it to. it was like it was brand new. i then tried to upload a new dump file and the

radio would not switch channels. i did not have the baofeng programing software and i
was at a loss as to what i could do. i then checked the baofeng forum and found that

someone had posted a problem similar to mine. this person had the baofeng
programming software. i was unable to get the baofeng programming software to work.

the problem with the baofeng programming software is that it doesn't work with the
baofeng usb dongles. the baofeng programming software does not install on the baofeng

usb dongles. however, if you have the baofeng usb dongle the baofeng programming
software will install, but it won't work.
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you are probably going to need to locate your baofeng first. on the package, in the documentation,
or even on the website for the manufacture of the radio. if you have it and are not using it, it should
be in the box or packaging of the radio. once you locate the radio, double click the install cd and you
should be prompted to install the software. when the installation is complete, the baofeng should be

added to the list of available radios for chirp. as of this writing, there are still a few radio
manufacturers that havent been recognized by the chirp team. if you are unable to find your radio in
the list, just search for the radio name, and it will likely be found. otherwise, just add the radio name
in the list. chirp is a freeware program that is available for windows. the program will only work if you

have a baofeng uv-5r. it will only work with the usb cable, and you should leave it plugged in while
you program it. the cable is of course, only needed for the usb connection and nothing else. chirp is

also in a beta stage and lots of improvements are being made. one bug i found was that the program
would sometimes close itself before sending the program to the radio. hopefully, the next version
will have these issues resolved. * notes * some of the radio models (uv-5r) have an option for a

factory preset. this will allow you to program the radio without having to do all the above steps. it
will also give you a radio that is pre-programmed with the settings you want. the programming

software will recognize the radio when it is plugged in. you simply follow the on-screen instructions
to set the factory preset. 5ec8ef588b
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